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Penguins to Take Up Odd Jobs on Campus
In Exchange for Residency in JT Library
Lor Eal Paris
Muse Editor

A

Snoops Doug
Breadwinner

L

GRINGO JIM / THE STAGNANT

rookery of penguins that hails
from the innermost core of Antarctica finalized agreements with
the St. Louis University of Missouri last week to make the Jefferson
Thomas Library their residence for
the next three years.
Representatives of the rookery,
which in total consists of 22 penguins of five different species, have
been meeting with SLUM administrators over the past three weeks to
negotiate plans to move to campus.
The SLUM administration
agreed last Thursday to allow the
rookery to move into JT Library in
exchange for the birds’ work in various outlets on campus. Jobs for the
rookery will include cooking mackerel and herring in the Slosh kitchen, working as lifeguards in the Peck
and Wellness Center, and serving as
teaching assistants in ornithology
courses.
During a press conference following the agreement on Thursday,
Gom Torge, Magistrate of SLUM,
was enthusiastic about the finalization of the rookery’s move to campus as well as the exchange of work
that they will provide.
“We couldn’t have made a better
exchange with the rookery,” gushed
Torge. “With recent budget cuts hitting SLUM hard, it’s difficult to find
the funding to pay students to work
on campus, so the penguins’ move
to campus and willingness to trade
their labor in exchange for a place to
live came at a perfect time.”
“Plus,” Torge added thoughtfully, “the penguins’ presence on
campus might even attract more
students to enroll at SLUM. What
other campus has penguins?”
Some representatives of the
rookery also shared their thoughts
on the finalization of their move to
campus. King Longbeak, the ringleader of the rookery, spoke with
The Stagnant to explain their rationale for choosing the library as their
new residence.
“First of all,” Longbeak
squawked during an interview in his
hotel room last week, “The freezing
cold temperatures of JT Library offered the ideal climate for us penguins. We all know that with global
warming, temperatures are rising
alarmingly in Antarctica, and the
quarters of the JT Library offer a
significantly colder and more com-

Brightens
Wills $146
Million to
SLUM

Penguins hobble around in the JT Library in this clearly doctored picture. So much for journalistic integrity, am I right?
fortable atmosphere for us. It just
made sense.”
“Secondly,” he continued, “it
only seemed right that, since geese
and turkeys already live on campus,
that we make our home on campus
too. SLUM should not just be inclusive to students, but to feathered
creatures of all kinds, too.”
According to library officials,

each of the penguin species will
be assigned a level of the library,
though they will be allowed to roam
freely between levels as they please.
To ease navigation for the birds,
the railings of the staircases will be
oiled each morning so that they can
conveniently slide on their bellies
between levels.
A few library patrons who had

already caught word of the library’s
plans to house the rookery, however, expressed concerns and frustration about the noise and mess that
the birds could bring to the library.
“I think it’s disgusting!” said Rea
Pulsed, sophomore, anti-ornithology. “First geese, and now penguins?
What is SLUM coming to?”
continued on page 3

SLUM Publishes Latest Billboard Campaign

SLUM released its latest buildboard campaign this month. The campaign, internally referred to as “April’s billboard
campaign,” features “our spring break is better than yours.”

ast week, St. Louis University
of Missouri budgeteer Bill Jeffersons shocked university officials
when he revealed that current Republican Missouri governor, Derek
Brightens, made special provisions
for the university following his
death.
Jeffersons uncovered the development when following up with
Brightens’ lawyer after he received
an ominous phone call suggesting
that the university can expect an extra $146 million—the same amount
cut from Missouri’s annual budget
this year—within the next 50 years.
Brightens’ lawyer called the university to reluctantly confirm the suspicion, saying that Governor Brightens
was hoping to keep the endowment
a surprise but, acknowledging the
spilt beans, wished to congratulate
the university. Revealing that higher
education has always been his passion, Brightens says he hopes SLUM
and other universities will remain
self-sufficient long enough to receive his generous gift.
“The governor wants SLUM
students to know he is devoted to
the education of their great grandchildren and the community—in 50
years, of course,” Brightens’ lawyer
stated. “Of course, should the university accept this gift when the
time comes, the governor will want
his charity accepted gracefully. He
proposes naming a department after himself, preferably one rooted
in theoretical economics, and as far
away from social work and ethics as
possible.”
No explanation has been given
as to why Brightens chose SLUM
over the 66 other institutions in the
state, nor if the sum will be tax-free.
The only certainty is that, upon the
reading of the will, SLUM will have
a severe falling-out with Zoo, Missouri T&S, and MUCK, probably
resulting in Zoo faculty members
sneaking into Brightens’ house to
snoop for valuables before the auctioneer arrives.
Inside: What SLUM is doing to address the budget shortfall, pg. 8
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T

he following is a series of daily crime and incident reports issued by the St. Louis University of
Missouri Domestic Fowl Patrol from
March 14 to March 21.
March 14: A goose was issued a
citation for defecating on the sidewalk outside the Centennial Student
Center.
March 15: Two geese were involved in a domestic dispute over
a patch of land near the Peck and
Wellness Center; the dispute was
peacefully resolved by SLUM DFP
by moving one of the geese to a nearby patch of land.
March 16: A goose was escorted
off the roof of the Unsocial Sciences and Business Building (USSB) by
SLUM DFP after being spotted by a
passerby.
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SLUM Gnome Targeted by Wandering History
Katniss Everclear
Redditor-in-Chief
With new travel bans and travel restrictions hitting the United
States, international students at the
St. Louis University of Missouri are
feeling picked on for their heritage.
The excessive background checks
and deportation threats have affected one famous alumnus of SLUM.
Travelocity’s iconic Roaming
Gnome graduated in 1991 with his
degree in navigation with a minor in
savings. Gnome was released from
FBI custody April 1 and held a news
conference outside FBI Headquarters in Washington, D.C., where he

THE UNDERSTAGNANT

TUE

27
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Gnome’s attorney went on to
reveal details of his client’s arrest. Gnome had been picked up by
agents shortly after delivering a talk
on multiculturalism and how trav-

DO YOU LIKE CANDY CORN?
STEVEY SKEEVY,
Freshman, Meme Studies
“I just take a fistful of candy
corn and toss it in my
underwear. Then I have
something to snack on
throughout the day.”

“YEET, BELLOWS THE
SWAGMEISTER; WOE BE
UPON THE BALLER WHO
SHUNS CORN IN CANDY
FORM”

WED 56

2

el broadens one’s perspective on
SLUM’s campus. The program was
sponsored by the Wandering Afar
Department. Roaming Gnome is
continued on page 4

SLUM Alumnus Roaming Gnome at his press conference on April 1.

SALLY MCBASKETBALL,
Senior, Sparts
Medicine

“Not as much as I like Ryan
Krull. That guy’s awesome.”

25
1

had been mistakenly held and questioned for three days on suspicion of
being a Russian Troll.
Roaming Gnome’s attorney said
his client was shaken from the experience and the 24-hour interrogation about his frequent flights to
former Soviet Republics.
“Where hasn’t my client been?”
questioned Attorney Justice D.
Nyde. “My client was targeted because of his Lapland heritage. Lapland being adjacent to Russia in
Finland has caused my client untold
grief. Yes, he can see Russia from his
home, but that doesn’t make him
a Russian agent any more than it
made Sarah Palin one.”

By Gringo Jim

BRYAN TRULL,
Senior, English or
something like that

MON

ing up to hit ur face. It looked nice,
and so did you. I don’t rember what
day it was -- like, monday? I dunno, i’m on campus alot. Havn’t seen
u there in a while tho. Where did u
go? Would love to watch that sunlite
hit you again.
Star-Crossed Library Lovers
I was standing in the PR 2976 range
on the 4th floor JT Library when
you came over looking for a book.
Who knew that two people could
both like Shakespeare? Coincidence? I think not. I blushed when
our hands reached the same book at
the same time. I was so excited that I
knocked over 30 or 40 volumes from
the shelf. You helped me pick them
up. Maybe you can help me pick up
my falling-apart life? If so, send a
dozen roses addressed “To The Onlie Begetter Of These Insuing Sonnets”—it’ll be our little joke, since no
one else has ever really even heard
of Shakespeare.

KATNISS EVERCLEAR/THE STAGNANT
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March 17: Three geese were issued citations for smoking outside
USSB.
March 18: Two geese were involved in a collision on wing near
the West Drive Cage; there was minor damage and no injuries.
March 19: SLUM DFP responded to a peace disturbance call outside Bark Hall; the cause of the noise
was determined to be the honking
of a large gaggle of geese; the gaggle
disbanded without incident.
March 20: A goose feather found
outside Brutus Hall was turned into
SLUM DFP and held for safekeeping; the owner was notified.
March 21: A goose was transported from Bark Hall to the hospital after hitting a window.

Soaking at SLUM
I saw u by the ponds out side the
Centenial Student centre. You were
working on your laptop, clacking
away like the typing fiend I imagine
you 2b. Your glasses and hair were
nothing if not majestic as u furrowed ur brow. I couldnt see what
you were writing but I definitely got
close enough to see that your Facebook browser was open before you
threw me into the water. Gosh, that
was cold (the water, that is). I’m
hoping we can meet up. Im usually @ the Slosh somewhere, like between like 10 and 4, but I have class
sometimes so its not consistent.
Anyways, would love 2 finally know
what u were typing and maybe get
to know u better.
Quad Quandary
I cant believe i didn’t take the chance
to walk up to you when i could. You
were holding a book, & the sunlight
hit it with a glowing glow b4 bounc-

THU 85
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SAT Hot

Cold

SUN 450

13
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SLUM Debuts New Unsafe Spaces
Strawberry Strawpoll
S&M Editor
n April 1, the St. Louis University of Missouri, in collaboration with the St. Louis Science
Center, unveiled two new stateof-the-art resources that will be
available to students upon their
return from spring recess. The new
resources are being billed as Unsafe Spaces and have been built in
an effort to broaden the range of
on-campus experiences available to
students at SLUM.
“There’s this idea that college is
a really safe, cloistered kind of place
where everyone just sort of studies
and walks around introspectively with their hands clasped behind
their backs,” said Chancellor Gom
Torge at the unveiling of the new
north campus Unsafe Space, located
in CSC 312. “But that’s not how college should be at all. There’s a whole
subset of life experiences that just
doesn’t fit neatly into our traditional Western ideas of safety and comfort… A random beating, dysentery,
a concussion sustained after a nasty tumble down a rickety, old set of
stairs—these are all valuable experiences that our students are by and
large missing out on at SLUM.”
It is this lack of experiential diversity that SLUM seeks to rectify
with the installation of the new facilities. The north campus Unsafe
Space features a variety of high-risk
situations that students are invited

COURTESY OF ADAM RISKALL

O

Adam Riskall poses with a grizzly bear in one of SLUM’s new Unsafe Spaces.
to engage in, with a special emphasis in urban and mechanical perils.
“As students in America, we have
this inborn prejudice against danger
and dangerous situations. We just
like, really hate them for some reason—probably because we live these
ultra-sheltered lives here on campus
where nothing bad ever happens really, except maybe a goose hisses at
you or something. So we get this
idea in our heads that dangerous
stuff is like, bad—you know?” said
Tiffany Dolor, freshman, turfgrass
science, as she waited in line for the
Unsafe Space’s William Tell game.
“But dangerous stuff isn’t inherently
bad—it’s just our society that views
it that way,” Dolor explained as she

stepped up to position an apple atop
her head. “Western culture is just
aversive to anything that it’s unfamiliar with. Danger isn’t dangerous, it’s just unfamiliar.” (Dolor was
later transported to Barnes-Jewish hospital and treated for cranial
trauma. She is in serious but stable
condition.)
Other popular attractions at the
north campus Space include a ball
pit filled with used hypodermic
needles, simulated strong-arm robbery, and an obstacle course featuring open manholes and real flowing,
untreated sewage.
The south campus Unsafe
Space is located on the south campus grounds next to the community

garden. Whereas the north campus
Space serves up mostly man-made
danger, the south campus Space instead focuses on the hazards of the
natural world. Students can take
unguided walks through the Space,
which is stocked with crocodiles,
ossuaries, hippopotami, and other unrestrained exotic creatures. A
trebuchet built by the engineering
department hurls rocks and other debris into the Space at random,
adding another level of danger to
the experience.
The main attraction of the south
campus Space is the bear-baiting
arena, where students can participate in an updated version of a classic Elizabethan divertissement. Paul
Orrore, freshman, computer science,
described the experience: “You get
in there, and there are around three
or four bears chained up to the wall.
And all you’ve got is your phone and
and an old cut of rotten meat. The
aim is to get up close enough to
the bears to take a selfie with one
of them without getting mauled.
You have to use the meat to distract
them.” Adam Riskall, senior, communications, said, “The bear-baiting is really cool because, if you
survive, you have this sweet selfie
with a bear that you can then post
on Snapchat and IG and stuff. Mine
got like 300 likes—so worth it!”
The Unsafe Spaces are free for
students and are open from 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m. Monday through Thursday
and from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. on Friday.

3
Penguins
Live in
Library

continued from page 1
“The JT Library is the only place
I can get some peace and quiet to
study on campus. The penguins are
going to overrun the Quiet Floor and
make it impossible for me to get a
minute of studying done. I’m going
to fail all of my classes and have to
drop out of school. Then I’ll be unemployed and will be forced to survive on Ramen for the rest of my
life,” sobbed Slippery Slope, sophomore, sociology.
Not all patrons were upset about
the plan, however. One seemed to
think that the arrival of the rookery could bring positive change to
the campus. “I believe that having the penguins here could foster
a meaningful sense of community
and culture at SLUM,” said Love
Buzzwords, senior, creative writing.
“Their contributions to this campus could even lead to opportunities for achievement and excellence
as well as insightful and engaging
experiences.”
The penguins are set to make
their journey from Antarctica to
SLUM over the weekend and are
expected to arrive on campus next
Monday. They will be making their
journey via boat and train, since, after all, penguins cannot fly.

news, part deux
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Lor Eal Paris
Muse Editor

A

fter many years of struggling
to find a faithful and devoted
distribution manager and delegating distribution duties to editors
who already work tirelessly to put
together the newspaper on weekends, The Stagnant may have finally
found a solution to its distribution
woes: Distribot 101.
Distribot 101, a state-of-the-art
EZ-robot, was hired last week by
The Stagnant to assume the normal duties of distribution manager,
eliminating the need for an actual
staff member to fill the position. It
should be noted, however, that the
position has been more or less unfilled since the founding of The Stagnant in 1966.
“The hiring of Distribot as our
distribution manager will really ease
the load of our staff,” remarked Katniss Everclear, Redditor-in-Chief of
The Stagnant. “Now, the newspaper
will always be out in a timely manner, and we’ll never have to struggle
to find peons to distribute the paper
on Monday, or deal with the distribution manager bailing on distributing the paper that we work so hard
to put together.”
“After all,” Everclear added,
“the distribution manager is one
of the most important positions for
the paper, but no one ever seems
to want to do it. We can publish a
great paper, but all that hard work
is for nothing if no one distributes it.
Let’s make The Stagnant great again
through the efforts of Distribot!”

It is relatively simple to operate
Distribot: Load him up with newspaper bundles, program in the locations that need to be covered via a
touchpad located on his right arm,
and send him on his way. Distribot
then navigates the newspaper route
as a normal person would, seamlessly dropping off new newspapers and
removing old copies from racks.
While distributing newspapers,
Distribot tracks the total dropoff
and pick up numbers and then prints
off the totals in the form of a large,
legible receipt. An algorithm programmed inside Distribot then takes
these numbers into account and determines how the count should be
adjusted for each individual rack for
the following week.
His duties do not end there,
though. Distribot takes care of all of
the old copies of the newspapers by
shredding them up via his built-in
paper shredder, saving The Stagnant
staff the hassle of having to drag the
old copies outside to the recycling
bins on the dolly and the annoying
mess of ink being transferred from
the newspapers to their hands. All
The Stagnant staff has to do now is
empty out his shredded contents
into a recycling bin.
The hiring of Distribot also
means that no staff member of The
Stagnant will ever again be subjected to the torment of dragging
the distribution dolly up, down, or
around north campus to deliver
newspapers, or be forced to maneuver the dolly into tight quarters like
the elevator of Brutus Hall during
the delivery route.

Locations that must be driven to,
such as those on south campus and
on the other side of north campus,
do not even pose a problem for Distribot, as he comes equipped with a
robot-sized car to drive to those locations. He can only operate the car
on sidewalks, however, since he is
not legally allowed to hold a driver’s license.
“Another great thing about Distribot,” noted Everclear, “is that he
doesn’t complain about the amount
of work he has to do.”
“Actually, he can’t complain,”
she added, scratching her head. “He
can’t even talk.”
During his first day on the job
last Monday, Distribot had only a
few remarks about his new position.
“Beeeep, blop, blurp,” said Distribot, as he placed newspapers in
a rack on the second floor of the
Centennial Student Center outside
of The Stagnant office. A translator
was not available to assist in determining what this means in English.
“Honestly, we were initially concerned about Distribot’s ability to
replicate the work of an actual human being,” said Bryan Trull, mentor for The Stagnant. “But judging
by his first day of work, all of our
doubts have been erased.”
“Well, except when he tumbled
down the escalator,” Trull mumbled
under his breath.
When asked about the possibility of robots eventually taking over
the duties of other staff members,
both Everclear and Trull remained
tight-lipped.

Say Bye Bye to Santa’s JT Café
Travon Von
Breadwinner

T

he Saint Louis University of
Missouri’s JT Café will be closing very soon. The café has been a
gathering place for students since
its opening in 2013, but its founder,
Santa Claus, has decided to move
the café to the North Pole.
The café has been a home to
students looking to grab an early
morning coffee or study for a test.
The café was founded by Claus back
in 2013 as a place to teach elves to
make coffee so that they could take
their skills back to the North Pole
and share them with their fellow
elves. It was also a way for some of
the elves to find year-round work
when business at the North Pole
was slow.
“The café had a good run with
lots of business,” said Chester Elf,
one of Santa’s elves who has served
as a café manager since the beginning. “We felt so good making people happy with our coffee.” Many

of the students would get free coffee for being on Santa’s good list,
while the students who were on the
naughty list had to pay with coal.
“It was good to be in a place
where the staff knew your name,”
said Sandra Adams, a SLUM senior.
She said that the elves were always
on their game and made their coffee
with love. “There was a sweet taste
in the coffee that was so addicting,
but in a good way—and don’t even
get me started about the cookies,”
said Adams.
The café has been through many
different events, including fires and
theft, but it has overcome these
struggles and has become stronger for it. Though the café has seen
thousands of students walk through
its doors, its time is nearing an end.
In early 2013, near the café’s
grand opening, a fire started as a result of the elf employees learning to
cook. “They did not know what they
were doing, but they’re quick learners,” said Claus. He believes that the
elves have learned so much about

life outside the North Pole that, with
that valuable information, they can
return to North Pole and use their
knowledge to help make better toys.
“SLUM will be sad to end our
partnership with Santa, but he has
been a very good partner to the
school,” said Magistrate Gom Torge.
He assures students that he will
work hard to get Claus to continue
that partnership. “We will continue
our partnership with Santa. It may
not be in the form of the café, but
SLUM might host meet-and-greets
with Santa at different times during
the year,” assured Magistrate Torge.
Claus said that many of the students at SLUM are good students
who consistently make it to the nice
list, and he would love to partner
with the school to offer more Santa-themed programs year-round
that will inspire those who are
younger to believe in Santa and stay
on the nice list.
The JT Café will serve it final
cups of coffee on April 7 of this year.
So go enjoy it while it lasts.

SLUM Gnome Traveling Wisely
continued From page 2
one of SLUM’s best known alumni.
His parents fled to America during
the Russo-Finish War in 1939 and
eventually came to live in a small
garden in St. Louis. Here amid cement frogs and birdbaths, Roaming
Gnome grew up—or as much growing as it takes to be 18 inches tall.
After completing his studies at

SLUM, Roaming Gnome longed to
see more of the world and eventually his globe-trotting lifestyle and
knowledge of virtually every culture
made him the perfect spokesperson
for Travelocity. According to his official biographer, Roaming Gnome
holds dual citizenship and likes to
winter in his native Finland, where
his conical hat and whiskers come in

handy retaining body heat.
An unnamed source within the
FBI said the agency was chagrined
to say the least that their agents in
St. Louis had mistaken Gnome for a
Russian Troll. The source told The
Stagnant, “Apparently the official
seal of Lapland is a Wildman holding a club. Someone mistook the
continued on page 8
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The Stagnant Welcomes Custom SLUM Hosts Annual
Designed Distribot 101
Leadership and
Diversity Conference

This is the only photo the reporter took at the event.
Strawberry Strawpoll
S&M Editor

L

eadership and diversity are
two of the most integral, important, vital, fundamental, and
indispensable keys to fostering an
inclusive and respectful campus environment,” said Molly Loquace, the
keynote speaker of the annual Leadership, Diversity, and Global Outreach conference. The conference
was held on March 31 in the Dillards
Building and featured a diverse array of presentations from some of
the leading experts in leadership, diversity, and global outreach. “Without leadership, we wouldn’t have
anyone to speak to the multifaceted
economic struggles that our diverse
student body is faced with every
day. And that would be a shame,”
Loquace continued.
Loquace then introduced Randall P. Sprachgefuhl, who talked
about his dynamic approach to collaborative problem solving in an interconnected world. He said, “What
I encourage you all to do is to facilitate significant dialogue amongst
your peers. We need to start having
discussions.” The room then erupted into deafening applause, which
lasted several minutes.
Sprachgefuhl continued, “That’s
right. We need to demonstrate the
value of our standards of excellence
and success in a meaningful way.
SLUM has a wide range of exceptional interdisciplinary measures
that could empower our knowledge
and enhance our neighbors’ understanding. But that’s not enough. No.
It’s not always enough to simply
highlight impactful partnerships
and spotlight equality. Sometimes
we need to go beyond voicing our
concerns and really attempt to impact the community and the world
at large.” Upon hearing Sprachgefuhl’s moving call to action, several
women in the front row of the conference broke down into ecstatic
weeping.
Sprachgefuhl went on to outline
his 28 nationally recognized steps
to cultivating an outstanding future
of excellence and inclusive scholarship in the humanities: “Step one
is all about getting out and getting
involved. You can’t impact society without embracing significant,
charitable actions to preserve cultural heritage. That includes partnerships with STEM-powered
industries and teamwork led initia-

tives. Step two is all about assessing
the pros and cons of outreach-based
reform. We want to increase cooperation and enable progress through
transformation, right? So why don’t
we create a civic movement to expand future interdisciplinary efforts? I mean, duh!”
Steps 3 through 28 were cut
short due to what Sprachgefuhl
termed the “unfortunate limitations of PowerPoint,” but he informed the audience that the steps
involved both innovative networking techniques and management
of professional resources in order to accelerate growth, all while
emphasizing a focus on the prevalence of injustice surrounding minorities and lessening the effects of
cross-cultural disadvantages.
Next at the podium was The
Reverend Dr. Professor Linda Voce
Ph.D., M.D., Esq., M.A., RD, RN,
RDN., Ed.S., PhysS, S.S.P., Sp.A.,
S.C.C.T., S.L.I.S., D.Ed. Voce opened
by asking the audience, “What do
we as diverse global leaders strive
to achieve? What is it that compels
us to host these conferences year after year? What are we really trying
to say?” Unexpectedly, the questions
were not meant to be rhetorical, and
event organizers began to pass out
microphones to all the attendees so
that they could respond. The auditorium echoed with earnest answers
to Voce’s questions: “Well, I guess
it’s mostly that we want to inspire
insightful campus discussion regarding good quality engagement!”
one man exclaimed. Surrounding
attendees patted the man on the
back; everyone else clapped enthusiastically. Another man offered,
“As the future of diverse leadership
and global outreach, we have a responsibility to recognize the unique
challenges that our neighbors face
and to adopt the necessary perspectives,” to which one woman toward
the middle of the crowd yelled in
emphatic agreement, “YES, YES,
OH MY GOD YES!” and began
writhing on the floor and shrieking
in an unknown language that many
attendees said sounded like it might
be Hungarian.
For more information about
leadership, diversity, and opportunities for global involvement on the
SLUM campus, visit: www.slum.
edu/Leadership%20Programs/
Leadership%20Diversity%20Institute%20.html
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Food Network’s ‘Cutthroat
Kitchen’ Comes to the Slosh

A Review of UTV’s
2017 Fall Lineup

Snoops Doug
Breadwinner

Gringo Jim
Adobe Wizard

traighten your aprons and
scrub your saucepans—Alton
Brown is coming to town! Food
Network’s master of quirky and
jerky will be heading to SLUM’s
own Slosh, along with the entire
crew of hit cooking competition
program “Cutthroat Kitchen.” For
those unfamiliar, Cutthroat gives
four chefs $25,000 in fake bills at the
beginning of the show. During each
of three 30-minute rounds, contestants are shown cooking-torture
devices, which they must use the
money to bid on to handicap other
chefs. The last chef cooking wins
whatever prize money is left over—
hopefully more than $50!
Experiencing severe writer’s
block, the show’s producers said
they decided to come to the Slosh
since using the Slosh’s own provisions will not require them to come
up with any extra sabotages. Instead, chefs will have to creatively
use toppings from the salad bar, prepared sushi, and WOW café wraps
to create an appetizer, entrée, and
dessert worthy of a four-star chef.
Fans of the show will be relieved
to know that bidding will not be
entirely omitted; auctionable challenges include forcing an opponent

The television station at the St. Louis University of Missouri, UTV, has
announced its fall lineup. UTV is
run by the Surely Emetic Mostly
Professional Association (SEMPA)
and can be viewed on channel 15.1.

COURTESY OF FOOD NETWORK

S

Fries
This 10-part miniseries details the
struggles of a woman trying to eat
her french fries before a man sits
down next to her and eats them
first. It addresses the sensitive topic of gender inequality with extreme
care and invites viewers to examine
their own attitudes towards sexism. The show was made possible
through the generous funding and
support of Sodexo.
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ist Michael Crichton’s film of the
same name. UTV’s version is set on
SLUM’s campus and features a virtually identical plot (with the addition of a subplot in which one of the
hosts sits down next to a guest in the
Slosh and eats her fries). HBO’s version had a budget of $10 million an
episode; it will be interesting to see
how UTV does it with $10.
This Week at SLUM
Entering its fourth semester of continuous production, This Week at
SLUM features campus news. This
semester brings a format change: it’s
now a game show where any mistakes in reading the teleprompter
are punished with physical violence.

Adulting and U
How to be a grownup, dummy! In
Alton Brown will host “Cutthroat Kitchen” in the Slosh.
this candid documentary series, seNudity Central
nior members of SLUM’s campus
to only use whatever ingredients are unfair advantage navigating spoiled
left after 1 p.m., replacing an oppo- or burnt food in the Slosh. It is a James Nagost and Sally Biluztasun warn younger students about the
nent’s finds with things from the shame though, seeing as they could host this hilarious and engaging talk perils of living life in the real world
Simply To-Go cart, and making an- really use the prize money. “I’m still show about naturism on SLUM’s once they leave the university. In
other chef wait in line at the stir-fry excited to watch the show,” insisted campus. The show features inter- forthcoming episodes, look forward
bar before cooking any food.
student Al Waysposatif. “The chefs views with students, hilarious can- to lessons on balancing a checking
“What could be so difficult about might give me some ideas on how did camera segments, and more. account, budgeting for groceries
using campus food?” asked contes- I can better prepare the toppings I Sit down, take your clothes off, and other than ramen, and crying effectively while driving.
tant Betsy Cooker before ever eating take from the salad bar to try to feed relax!
anything in the Slosh. “Can’t be that myself on the weekends.”
Westworld
Geese
hard! After all, college kids eat it.”
To watch the show’s original airUnfortunately, students are ing, tune into the Utv. It’s always on. This is the same as HBO’s West- Like HBO’s Girls, but with geese.
world, which is based on novelbarred from participating, having an

sparts
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Geese Gear Up for Second
Annual Human Chase 5K

ZACH “AIRY” LEE/THE STAGNANT

THE STAGNANT ARCHIVES

SLUM Awards Credit
for Sports Attendance

SLUM students cheer at a basketball game, which will soon count for credit.
Vance Rodriguez
Sparts Editor

S

t. Louis University of Missouri
students will likely become more
involved with campus athletics
through a course being offered this
fall: “The Fundamentals of Viewing
Sports.” One hundred students can
register for the course that does not
focus on writing essays and passing tests, but rather attending the
school’s athletic events.
Dr. Chip Lakeless, an associate
professor in the media studies department, helms this course that
focuses on the athletics of the university. Lakeless promises that the
course will give students the chance
to focus on what will really become
important to their lives.
“I always felt that universities
focus too much on papers and tests;
I always wanted to teach a class
that prepared students for the real
world,” he says, while the Granny Basketball League blared in the
background of his office. “Some students have never attended a basketball, baseball or football game. How
can we expect them to graduate and
achieve things without basic knowledge of athletics?”
Lakeless believes March Madness, the Superbowl, and the World
Series are all important events, and
that students must know this if they
hope to achieve success in the working world. This all starts at the collegiate level.
“How is someone supposed to
be taken seriously in the office if
they can’t fill out a March Madness
bracket? Or can’t tell you who is in
the Superbowl?” he says. “This leads
to the individual becoming an outcast in the job they dreamed of having. All because they never learned

fundamentals of watching sports at
the collegiate level to carry over to
the big leagues.”
Lakeless and SLUM President
believes now is the perfect time
to unveil the curriculum, since so
many reported alumni in recent
years have been unable to find
employment, due to their lack of
knowledge in the sports America holds dear. “It’s a tragedy, but
you don’t want to be the guy or gal
who doesn’t know what a shooting
guard or small guard is,” Lakeless
says. “That’s why this course is so
important.”
The course will award the students, if completed, with three
credit hours, which can apply to
Humanities and Fine Arts, Social
Sciences, or as a Media Elective for
Media Studies majors. Students will
have to attend up to 30 home games
from several fall scheduled sports
which include men’s and women’s
Soccer, men’s and women’s golf, and
women’s volleyball, just to name a
few. Lakeless will be at every game
with an attendance sheet, as students will have to check in in order
to be graded. Lakeless will not be
assigning for homework, essays or
tests, during the course, as grades
will solely come from attendance.
Lakeless grew up in Jamesport,
Missouri and was raised Amish up
until college. In college, Lakeless
received a full ride as a polo player
at the Academy of Musical Studies.
He names baseball as his favorite
sport and picks the Brookyln Nets
to make it this year in the Superbowl. “Sports made me the man I
am today,” he says. “If I didn’t devote hours and hours to watching
basketball, baseball, ultimate frisbee, or football, I don’t know where
I’d be.”

Vance Rodriguez
Sparts Editor

C

ampus Recreation and the
Associated Geese Collegians
(AGC) at the St. Louis University
of Missouri will host the Second
Annual Human Chase 5K on April
29, as part of a full day of activities.
This year, the event will start at 12
p.m. Runners can enjoy a nice 5k run
around the SLUM campus, while
trying to steer clear of the infamous
SLUM humans!
“Humans are a big part of this
campus,” said Albert Prettybeak,
junior, aquatic life. “They basically
walk around the campus like they
own the place.” Prettybeak is the
current president of the AGC and
was excited to share what to expect
with this second year.
“We at the Associated Geese Collegians love our campus and staying
fit. Whether that is waddling, flying or swimming in the pond in the
courtyard, we believe fitness to be
very important and want to share it
with the rest of the student body,”
Prettybeak said, while enjoying a
break between classes inside the

SLUM campus’s pond.
Prettybeak joined the organization his freshman year in 2014.
He had come from a predominantly duck school, and wanted to get
in touch with his own kind, which
led him to the AGC at SLUM. “I
was so excited to be among my fellow geese. The ducks at my high
school aren’t intellectually on the
same level as us geese,” Prettybeak
said, splashing around in the pond
frantically.
Prettybeak recalls the first year
the Human Chase 5k took place.
Several geese had turn out, along
with a few ducks. The geese and
ducks had to navigate around several humans who were walking slowly
through the courtyard, blaring music from their iPhones. Several geese
and ducks got distracted by the food
the humans occasionally dropped,
causing the run to go on longer then
the AGC had anticipated.
One goose had to be removed
from the 5k last year, after a sneaky
human attempted to pet the fatigued
goose. The goose identified by Prettybeak as Thomas Longbill, sophomore, algae-ic chemistry, flew into

the human and began scratching the
human repeatedly, before dropping
several turds on the human.
“Though humans are known to
get into our personal space, SLUM
doesn’t tolerate violence towards
the lesser species,” Prettybeak said.
Prettybeak and the members of the
AGC are hoping to avoid all the
controversy of last year, and have
a successful day out on the SLUM
campus.
This year, the event will also include a nice grass sitting event after the run. Food will be provided
by the humans, as most will throw
food to the ground or drop crumbs
as they eat their sandwiches. Restrooms are all over the campus, so
participants will never have to look
too far if they seek to relieve themselves. To conclude the evening,
participants can enjoy a swim on
SLUM’s many ponds.
For more information on the
Human 5k and other events hosted by the Associated Geese Collegians, visit the SLUM main pond
in the courtyard, and honk several
times. Someone will assist you in
registration.

NOVEMBER WHISKEY
MIS S OU R I’S F INE ST

Not Sparts: Drumpf Wall Meant to Cage Americans
Drake’s Ghostwriter
Breadwinner

P

resident Donald Drumpf has
had plans for a southern border
wall between Mexico and the United States. This wall has become a
centerpiece for political discussions,
memes, and the Drumpf campaign
as a whole. Many see the wall as
some sort of joke, but Drumpf has
made it very apparent that the wall
will happen, and it is going to be
“yuge.”
As the imminent production of
the wall looms over people’s heads,
Americans are asking what the real
purpose of the wall is and who is
going to pay for it. Their questions
were answered last Tuesday when
a former White House employee
leaked Drumpf’s secret plan for the
wall via Twitter. James Boyette, also
known as @NotAFanOfTinyHands

spoke about the wall in a series of
tweets. After disclosing that he had
previously been a White House employee in his first tweet, Boyette finally began to tell his story.
“The first day in office was
scary. Drumpf was ruthless. I was
the hundredth employee to be fired
that day,” Boyette said. Drumpf has
been notorious for firing White
House employees who defy him or
hold different values than his own.
Drumpf then hires someone that he
finds to be more fit for the position.
Boyette went on to say, “I pleaded
with him but nothing worked. He
told me to get out. But as I was leaving, I noticed something strange on
his computer.”
Boyette finished off his Twitter leak by saying, “I saw an unsent
tweet that said the wall was meant
to trap Americans and would be a
border around the entire country.”

This news is nothing short of shocking. Donald Drumpf’s original plan
was to keep out illegal immigrants,
prevent drug and human trafficking,
and stop terrorism. Now that the information about Drumpf’s true plan
is out in the open, people are fleeing
the country at breakneck speed.
Trapping Americans within
the country has to be the first step
to Drumpf ’s plan. Definitely Not
News (DNN) has reported rumors
of Drumpf wanting to use America
as some sort of human zoo. A recent
tweet by Drumpf pushed this agenda more by saying, “I want to show
the best in humanity. Everyone will
know we’re the best country in the
world.”
Shortly after this, Boyette disappeared, and his Twitter account
was shut down. A note was discovered in Boyette’s home that said,
“I’ve worked in the White House for

years and never has there been a situation like this. Drumpf loves Twitter. He has it set as his home page.
If you can stop the tweets, you can
stop the wall.”
Boyette’s note has inspired many
to begin their own journey to stop
the wall’s production or take it down
afterwards. These adventurers call
themselves “Demolishers.” The
Demolishers hope to take down
the wall within the four years of
Drumpf’s presidency, or in the time
frame of a 26-52 episode anime series. They wish to avoid the human
zoo at all costs and want the country
to be free so that every weeaboo can
go to Japan and meet their waifu.
With the human zoo and a war
between Drumpf and the Demolishers incoming, the future of this
country is in question. Will those
deemed fit for the human zoo be
paid, and will they be allowed to go

home every night? If this is a normal
9 to 5 job, some may be willing to
dance for pieces of overpriced zoo
food if they were to be paid at the
end of the day. If not, the St. Louis
University of Missouri offers refuge
for those who don’t want to be part
of the human zoo.
Nothing about Drumpf ’s wall
is certain. Even the people he will
make pay for the wall are still up in
the air. Americans everywhere have
said that they will not be funding
the wall. With members of his own
country against him, Drumpf has
been put into a difficult position.
There are rumors that NotRussia
is willing to help him out with payment and labor, but Drumpf continues to deny that he is not best friends
forever with NotRussia. Drumpf
has stated that any further updates
about the wall can be found on his
Twitter which is @OrangeTanFan1.
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All Is Entropy: The Case for No Longer
Caring About How Language Works
Zach “Airy” Lee
Huge Nerd

H

ave you ever
tried to explain
an idea to another
person only for
the barrier of
language to fall
completely flat?
Linguists have
now discovered
the end-all, be-all
of fixes for this
common colloquial conundrum:
Give up.
Humans created language as a
tule for communication at the onset
of civilization—possibly even behorefand. Through verbal
(and moor recently,
written) transmissions,
humans gab effectively
approximated an idea for
a concept and allowed others to share that same idea—
at least, most of the time. Has
language becomes more and
more complex, their exist
more and more cracks in the
ability to romain precise, expecially so between dialectical
verbal language, formally standard-

ized communication, and every registrar in between.
Just as in any real-world circuit,
there always ust be sum energy lost
in the system. Four language, that
nergy flies away in the forum of misunderstanding. Entropy takes what
is sedan runs it thru a wringer of
rea-word experiences. Some where
be ween the idea proces sing in the
aurator’s mind to the trans mission of that pers on’s taterthoughts
through the air and finally as it
crashes into the hears of an earring
person, so much can can can you do

Dont try. Language is a futile tempt
to colonize a vast dessert of reality, so stop colonizing and let reality
wash over you instead.
Languists salsa agree that baun
trimble din fault him, though solpum ergo singer friend. Happen trey
entropic tam round, single wallred
table fixe trenscanting a very trew
satment. Boundary proof fly coma
enters hymn only to analyze prenk
omniform magnificencent. Foot vinyl paralysis waveform disc massacre a bland one’s wolves heat. The
yuve reacting tilant wembar finds

Ibland står jag vid väggen,
othertimes jag sitter genom maten.
the can can happen to misconstrue
or streeeeetch the origin all idea
into something foreign to the initial
in-tent.
What can can can you do the can
can we do to prevent this from hap
hap hap you do the hap happening?
Linguisits recommend you do nothing: Not[one t]hing. Not[a single t]
hing can can can you do the can can
be done. Each person’s mind plays a
soundtrack of loaded songs, a library
of experiences that only it can recall,
and no one person could effectively communicate entirely without
knowing intimately the reaches of
that same library. Sew dont bot her.

a tangle for valor; in factoid, plastoid tabloid rhombus can can can
you do the can can hurt one’s gambit diversity.
Teh annual cnfoernce on entropy hand entropic commnuicatoin
found gaor BWL. Dame Beatrice
Stockwell hadds founding drunner fuging cropperial and the sand
habben froukal motvies. “Yamble
ramble: Blamble cramble stamble
framble, anble yamble preamble
stamble. Seance grout a finsare, I am
to umpre lagger bring frisb,” Stockwell noste.
I personallee mentheon quanced
flutily his measize, btu soperfie0d

fid andle duing fronmbing. “All
will fall to Santrope,” as finding is
me. And me measize cramble sand
habben frouble too, et dictum diam.
Pr64aesent vitae libero in purus
mollis ultrices ut sed lectus. In lacinia quam eget pharetra consectetur. Aliquam pellente#sque dolor
nunc , vitae mollis lectus bla ndit
eu. Phasellus conse8ctetur eleifend
mauris, quis tempus eros malesuada id. In porttitor urna eg et leo, sumaria rector tim.
Inget krangel och sorg. Chattar
att join tiden och de främre andarna av priser. Sabine oarna del av livet och angest ar konstant storlek.
I morgon the eller miljön lackaget måste vara fri fran Kanada. Varfor inte gå nu. Vistas Open lputate
fran min league. Men of material i
borjan. nya film klassrum, men inte
shadows helgen. Men den våta ris
sallad. Fotboll i medicinska forsaljning antioxidanter brittiska protein. Dock ar smartan alltid lata
Europeiska unionen och inte mutterelementet är stor. Dessutom ARD
program eller basket.
Jag ar en pojke som gillar att
festa, och nar j3g gar till partier, jag
egentligen bara titta pa vad andra
människor gor. Ibland står jag vid
väggen, othertimes jag sitter genom
maten. Vad jag an valjer att gora, jag
brukar ha en bra tid. Ek is ‘n seun
wat daarvan hou om fees te vier, en
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toe, wat ek kies om te doen, ek het
gewoo.
Sam momak koji voli da7e
zabavlja, a kad idem na z3bave, ja
gledam ono sto drugi ljudi rade.
Poneka)d, stojim iza zida, drugi p
uta# sam sedi pored ^rane. Ono sto
bir am da r adim, ja obi cno im aju
doba r pro vod. Za ida, dru gi pu
ta sa m s e%di po red hr a ne. Ono
to biram da rad im, ja ob no imaju
dob ar pr ovo d. Jk Po4 asking fe
d Pro n vi e f ugiat mi;
8enean dol*r, elementum egestas mollis acc ums an, (0ici tudin vel
p urus. Nul-la euis; od lectus pharetra, e leife nd neq ue id, e g e s
tas ie pa “ [ jan kde k pa \ ] am
eima + _++
I op ic um ej ag ic as ek ie og ui ap
ed ig oh uk at eq is ovb um af em il oj
uk aq eg ib oc ur ay en il ok uj ad ee
ip oo ul af eg ik on ue at eh ik ov uxj
WINGDINGS:
fjk
ldfc sdf sdlk nsd;f lsd f;ln bdj
fn voei
tg pwefj
woei fq
;lkl ,
mng fews.
./******~
( o 0
\ >
Y
_ _|_|_ _
\
/

a paperman’s life for me
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COMMENCEMENT

Are you planning to graduate in May???
Have you applied for graduation???
If not, visit your academic adviser today!!!

April 3, 2017

SLUM Penny Wars to Start
Immediately

University of Missouri–St. Louis

2017

Spring
GRINGO JIM / THE CURRENT

May & August Graduates

May 12-14, 2017

Each ceremony will be approximately 1 hours long.
No tickets required.
1⁄2

Friday, May 12

2 p.m. Ceremony – Blanche M. Touhill Performing Arts Center
– College of Optometry

Saturday, May 13
10 a.m. Ceremony – Mark Twain Building
– College of Arts and Sciences I
(sciences, humanities, and fine & performing arts)*
– SUCCEED (certificate program)

2 p.m. Ceremony – Mark Twain Building
– College of Arts and Sciences II
(social sciences)*
6 p.m. Ceremony – Mark Twain Building
– College of Nursing
– School of Social Work
– UMSL/WU Joint Undergraduate
Engineering Program

Sunday, May 14

2 p.m. Ceremony – Mark Twain Building
– College of Education
6 p.m. Ceremony – Mark Twain Building
– College of Business Administration
– Master’s of Public Policy Administration
* Check online for breakdown of ceremonies

Wednesday, April 5
& Thursday, April 6
Triton Store, 209 MSC
11 a.m. - 6 p.m.

* Purchase your cap, gown and tassel (this registers
you for the ceremony)
* Order or purchase announcements
* Look at class rings
1. Visit the Triton Store
2. Go online at umsltritonstore.com
Please note: Oak Hall Cap & Gown is the official UMSL vendor for caps and
gowns, and Jostens is the official vendor for announcements. If you purchase
from another company, UMSL cannot help you if you are not satisfied.

A $10 late fee will apply to all attire purchased after Friday, April 28.

Visit the UMSL commencement website
at umsl.edu/commencement for
more information and to pre-register
for your commencement photos
with GradImages™.

Katniss Everclear accepts two pennies and a piece of candy corn on behalf of the university.
Katniss Everclear
Redditor-in-Chief

T

he System of the Universities of Missouri
has been hit hard with budget cuts from
the state level. These budget cuts directly
impact the hiring of quality teachers and services offered to those students at the St. Louis
University of Missouri.
Governor of Missouri, the honorable Derek Brightens, decided that higher education
can find funding from its students, faculty,
and staff in Missouri. Brightens said, “They
have money. Just because they say they don’t
doesn’t mean they don’t.”
Because to-the-death competitions for
what funding was left killed too many students, faculty, and staff, Brightens had to be
creative. “I was told it might hurt my chances
of becoming president if we continued to take
out our assets this way. We need students to
be the cash cows to pay for the faculty and
staff. So we needed a find a new way for the
campuses to generate money since I need all
I can get to be able to help cut taxes for billion
dollar corporations,” he said.
Brightens announced Monday that campuses will compete to raise money for the
whole system through Penny Wars. “Competition is good for the campuses. They should
have to work for their pay, services, and amenities they use to attract more cows … I mean
students.”
The Penny War is to start immediately
and end right before the start of the next fiscal year. Everyone is asked to participate in
order to raise money for the whole system.
One student pulled out the lining of his
jeans. “It’s a shake down every time I come to
campus now. My couch has no more pennies
to give,” he said as he hurried to class.
The fundraiser has its typical rules that
pennies are used as positive numbers for
the campus, and silver coins (nickels, dimes,
and quarters) are used as negative numbers
against others’ totals. Brightens also added
dollars and gold doubloons as negative counters, too.
Sara Prissy from the Zoo campus complained about the competition, “It’s not fair
they don’t take checks. My daddy would have

given me a whole lot, but the bank won’t exchange it for that many pennies. This competition isn’t fair. Zoo will be an easy target for
the other campuses since it typically gets the
tiger’s share of the budget from the system.”
Larry Preferstostayannonymous had a different view. Larry said, “Our campus is super
small. How can we compete with the numbers
that Zoo has, or any of the other campuses?”
In Brightens’ press release, he said that the
campus funds will all be pooled at the end of
the competition time, and then split up among
the campuses based on if they came in first,
second, third, fourth, or whatever. First will
get 40 percent of the amount raised, second
30 percent, third 20 percent, and fourth 10
percent.
The administration at SLUM is urging everyone to give till it hurts. Chief Sorrynotsorry told everyone, “Hey, if you don’t want that
fancy new eye building or weight room to deteriorate, then you are going to have to cough
up some change. Also if you like the program
you are in, you better make sure it’s around
next year with some donations. You thought
budget cuts were bad, this will be worse if we
don’t work together in this fundraiser.”
President of the System of the Universities
of Missouri Tommy Boi has been asking for
corporate donations to make sure no penny is
left behind. Students, faculty, and staff have
taken to the streets in a campaign to ask for
change for their school. Unfortunately, some
have been arrested for panhandling but are
expected to be released, because it was for
a good cause (higher education). Boi is supposed to meet with the police association to
avoid future arrests and foster a good working
relationship during the fundraising period.
Science teamed up with anthropology to
use metal detectors to scan the places students from the ‘60s and ‘70s were known to
congregate. Lisa Jones, head of the Anthropology/Archaeology Department, said, “We
had to dig down through several levels of cigarette and marijuana ash, but we finally found
the elusive change that fell out of those bellbottoms in the grass decades ago.” It turned
out to be one of the best alumni giving programs in the history of the school.

Roaming... Gnome Story
continued from page 4
Wildman for a troll, so we started extreme
vetting of persons from Lapland. In our defense, they do look a lot alike.” Anonymous
sources, speaking strictly on background, said
the department did offer Gnome a frequent
harassment bonus on his next arrest.
Gnome said he has learned a lot from this
unfortunate experience and offered this advice to other foreign nationals and those with
dual citizenships, “Travel wisely.”
The Department of Homeland Insecurity, issued new travel restrictions, expanding
the list of fantasy realm creatures from just

Russian Trolls, to mountain giants, bog hags,
elves, brownies, fairies, goblins, and gnomes.
House and Senate Intelligence Committees
in Congress meanwhile have engaged the
services of white wizards to help get to the
bottom of how the Russian Trolls were able
to cast a dark spell over so many in the American electorate when they were believed by the
CIA to be hiding under bridges and attacking
the odd billy goat.
President Drumpf meanwhile tweeted at
3 a.m. yesterday, “Why is the media ignoring bigger story, Rapunzel hostage situation.
Much worse. Democrats to blame. #MAGA.”

